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 Coub is a very fast growing website, support every video format and works on all devices. Just upload your video to the site and
it's ready to be shared and downloaded. 2. Silverex Simplicity and usability, two most important characteristics of any new

startup, Silverex already passed these tests. It's a very easy-to-use video app for iOS and Android devices. Share anything with
Silverex, just pick your destination, add a short description and you're ready to go. The website offers a good support and a wide
range of templates, that can be re-arranged in any way, the full-HD and HD quality are available. Silverex is the closest thing to

Instagram for video, as it offers quick and easy uploading to the website and has a decent performance. 3. Panoramic Panoramic
is more than a video hosting, it's a video-voting website. The service allows you to pick from a list of videos and rate them. The

better the video is, the more points it's earned. Panoramic lets you take part in the community and make your choice, as the
most voted video will be displayed on the first page of your favorite website. The company behind Panoramic is a trusted video-
hosting service, so all your videos are safe. 4. VideoHive If you're looking for a video site that allows you to upload and embed
short video, pick VideoHive. This is a simple service that allows you to upload a video to its website, add a simple description
and send it to the video. This service offers a simple interface and a decent search function. The website does not offer a range
of templates and has an average user experience. 5. UploadFilms Who says you can't upload your video from a Facebook app or
website? UploadFilms is a service that allows you to upload and share any video on the Internet. It's a simple service, that does

its job well. However, it's a website, so the site's performance depends on the device you're using, as the website can't be a
native app. There are no comments, no video viewing, no social networks integration and no user rating. There's also no

possibility to upload video without WiFi connection.Hiring & Paying for IT IT hiring has become a hot topic in recent years.
Not so long ago, IT was the name 82157476af
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